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lot less work and has a higher survival
rate.

(2) The new location of a trans
planted camellia should be similar to
the original site, particularly the light
exposure. Camellias also require a
well-drained soil amended with peat
moss to make it acid. The larger the
camellia, the larger the hole and
preparation.

3) Transplanted camellias need to
be pruned back '/3 to 112 their original
size. A camellia can take heavy
pruning but a person not used to
pruning may have a difficult time
making the necessary decisions to
prune back hard.

4) It is best to transplant a camellia
from late fall to early spring (before it
puts on new growth). A camellia is
considered "dormant" during its
flowering season. Cool weather is the
best time to move a camellia.

5) A very large camellia needs
several hands to assist in removal and
a wooden box or burlap to contain the
soil around the rootball. A tall camellia
may require a 24-30" box. The weight
of such a rootball is great - requiring
3 to 4 people, a forklift or a block and
tackle.

A realistic approach to moving a
large camellia will help its survival rate.
Sometimes it is better to say goodby
to an old friend and go out and
purchase a new one. On the other
hand, transplanting a large older
camellia may be worth the challenge.
Camellias are tough and to watch it
take root and come back is like
watching spring arrive. If the leaves
start to wilt and drop off, the camellia
is in trouble, but if new growth appears
and persists, then one can be assured
that factors were favorable and all the
hard work was worthwhile.
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Buck Mizzell holds a watermelon placemat he is auctioning to some of the seventy
four people present at the Coastal Carolina Camellia Society picnic in May at Parker
Connor's Oak Island Plantation, Edisto Island, S. C

(photo by Shepherd)
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